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1l :New Moon Waxing Cre~cent Fir~1Quarter ; ;Waxing Gibbous

UI ~ .; The moon is directly (kreh;.sent) M~on Moon . : (jib~biJs)'Moon .
~ . between the Earth We can see a thin . The moon has . : During this phase,
g- . and the sun. W,e . .sliver of the moon. completed a quarter. :the visible partI cahnot see it. lt ls easiest to see of its journey . ,: of the moon ISso
g just after sunset. around the Earth. '.bright that we cani· We can see half of : often see it even
8: :the side of the moon before dark.
~ thatfaces us.
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As.the moon.moves around. Earth, we.see.onLythe ..part.that.Is.Iit.by.the.sun.Each .moon.shape.we ..seeds .called a.phase....It takes
about 29.5 days for the moon to complete all eight phases. Study the diagram: Then.answer the questions'.

1. Duringwhichphasedowenotseethemoonatall?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_

Full Moon
The'sun lights up
the side of the
moon that faces us.
The moonshines
all night.

Waning Crescent.
Moon·'!'
We can see a small
sliver of the moon.
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:- 2. By 'the last quarter moon phase, how much of its journey around the Earth has' the moon completed? _

. 4
Last Quarter .
Moon
The moon has
completed three-
quarters of its
journey around
the Earth; During
this phase, we can
see the moon after
midnight and into
the morning.
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0' . '.~3.Whj~pha~happ~sri~Maft~rafullmoo~· __ ~ ~ .

Waning Gibbous
Moon
Part of the moon is
hidden again.
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-; 4. During the waxing crescent moon phase, in what part of the day is it easiest to see the moon? _~ _
~ " ..' . " .:
g 5,. True or false: During a full moon, we can see the entire moon. Explain your answer: ,'-1---=- _
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